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There are many sources of distortion in a
television picture --- the camera tUbe, camera
control circuits, the transmitter, the receiver,
and the kinescope all contribute d.istortions of
various kinds. This paper is concerned with dis-
tortions from only one source, the kinescope and
its associated deflection and focussing circuits,
whether they be electrostatic or magnetic. The
kinds of distortion from this source are discus-
sed, and then the means of detecting and measur-
ing them that have been used are described. The
remainder, and majority, of the paper is devoted
to the detailed description of a "Kinescope Qual-
ity Measuring Devicett and the problems encounter-
ed in building it. The Kinescope Quality Measur-
ing Device is a convenient means of observing and
measuring the distortions of a television picture
contributed by the kinescope and its associated
deflection and focussing circuits o
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II. TYPES OF DISTORTION
There are four major kinds of distortion in
a television picture which are~ausea by imperfec-
tions in the receiver kinescope and its associated
deflection and focussing circuits:
a. Non-linear horizontal sweep.
b. Non-linear vertical sweep.
c. Deflection defocussing.
d. Barrel and pincushion distortiono
1. Non-linear Sweeps
It is assumed that the scanning beam of the ca-
mera tube is deflected horizontally and vertically
through equal increments of distance in equal incre-
ments of time. When these conditions are satis fied,
it is said that the camera tube has "linear" hori-
zontal and vertical sweeps. The kinescope, then,
must also have linear horizontal and vertical sweeps.
Picture elements would otherwise be displaced from
their proper location in the scene being televised.
A man" s face for example, could be compres sed or
stretched in either the vertical direction or the
horizontal direction. In practice, perfect linear-
ity of sweeps is not attained because of the diffi-
culty of generating perfect sawtooth voltage and.
current waveforms and uniform fields 0 The degree
of linearity is expressed as a percentage:
2
Percent non-linearity =
The distance from its proper location
of that picture element having maxi-
100 x mum displacement
Length of sweep
20 Deflection Defocussing.
It is relatively simple to focus all the elec-
trons of the scanning beam into. a small circular
point at the center of the kinescope with no deflec-
tion voltages applied. .When the beam is deflected,
however, there are a number of things which cUose
the spot to change size and shape as it moves over
the face of the kinescopeo This is called deflec-
tion defocussingo A short discussion of each of
its causes follows.
a. The cross-section of the beam is not con-·
stant in size and shape along its length, so un-
less all points on the face of the kinescope are
equidistant from the center of the focussing ele-
ments, the face will intersect the beam at differ-
ent points along its length and the shape and size
of. the spot will change as it moves o All points
would be equidistant from the center of the focus-
sing elements if the kinescope face were spherical.
It is preferable to make it spherical from the
structural point of view because an evacuated spher-
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ical container withstands greater pressure than any-
other shape of container. But a flat scene repro-
duced on a spherical surface appears distorted be-
is
cause of foreshortening. Thisjundesirable, so manu-
facturers strive to make the face of the kinescope
flato Defocussing effects are minimized by making
the scanning beam cross section as constant as pos-
sible along its length in the vicinity of the kine-
scope face. Even if this were perfectly done, though,
the spot would still change size and shape because the
beam strikes the flat face of the Kinescope at varying
angles as it is deflected.
b. It is difficult to produce uniform magnetic
and electrostatic fields for deflecting the scanning
beamo Around the plates used to create an electro-
static field, there is always fringing. The effect
of fringing is to place a cylindrical lens in the
path of the scanning beam. The lens changes the size
and shape of the spot as deflection changeso Non-
uniformity of the electrostatic field is minimized
by properly shaping and positioning deflection plates.
Something similar to fringing exists in a magnetic
field. The form of the La Place equations for a mag-
netic field in free space shows that it is impossible
to obtain a uniform magnetic field.
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The scanning. beam has a finite cross-section, and
as it passes throu~h a non-linear magnetic field,
the electrons in one portion experience a differ-
ent force than electrons in another port~ono An
elliptically s~aped beam results.
c. Electrons are emit ted from the cathode
at various velocities. The amount of deflection
of electrons varies with their velocity. In a
magnetic deflection system, deflection is inver-
sely proportional to electron velocityo In an
electrostatic deflection system, deflection is
inversely proportional to the square of electron
velocity. Since there can be no control over ran-
dom electron emission velocities, a magnetic de-
flection system minimizes defocussing due to this
source.
3. Barrel and Pincushion Distortion
·1' This type of distortion is produced by a
magnetic deflection system, ar.ising from a non-
uniform magnetic field. If the magnetic field pro-
ducing horizontal deflection is barrel-shaped., as
in Figure la, "pincushion" distortion results, as
in Figure lb. If it is pincushion-shaped as in
Figure Ie, "barrel" distortion as in Figure ld re-
sults. These distortions are due to the fact that
electrons are deflected the greatest distance where
the density of magnetic flux is heaviest. If the
deflection coils are wound so that the current den-
sity along their peripheries varies as the cosine
of the angle measured from the edge of the coil,
Ibarrel and pincushion dis tortion are minimized.
All of these distortions can be reduced so that
in a television receiver they are not offensive to
the eye. To develop the circuits which minimized.
distortions required test instruments which made it
convenient to detect and measure the distortions.
Several ,such instruments have been developed and are
in useo They will become more essential in the fu;..
ture, for as competition in commercial television be-
comes more intense, distortionless pictures will be
a good selling point and a laboratory aimo Horeover,
many television applications recently conceived can-
not be made until better linearity, resolution, and
circuit stability are achieved. For example, the
Navy finds that it would be desirable to transmit a
television picture of meter boards in a ship's engine
roomo These boards are long, contain many meters with
fine scales and needles. Better linearity, and prob-
ably better resolution, are essential
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if accurate meter readings are to be read from a tele-
vision picture m\lch smaller than the board itself. The
INavy also feels that it may some'day be necessary to
obtain a television presentation of the entire horizon
and the sky overhead. The matching of pictures from
the number of cameras that would be concerned here
would require almost perfect linearity, and the detec-
tion of small targets in the sky will necessitate ex-
cellent focussing as well as better resolution than
now exists. In both these applications, unmonitored
operation is desired. In other words, the circuits
must maintain constant linearity ~nd focus once ad-
justed, and at present this is impossible. With all
this work facing engineers, it is essential that sim-
ple, rapid means of detecting and measuring distortion
be provided them.
III-METHODS OF MEASURING KINESCOPE
DISTORTION
In order to detect and quantitatively measure the-
se distortions, simple devices have been used. Deflec-
tion defocus sing is searched for simply by placing dif-
ferent voltages on deflection plates or running differ-
ent currents through deflection coils, thus varying the
position of the spot on the kinescope. Examination with
a magnifying glass or by eye suffices to determine the
degree of defocussingo
7
To test a kinescope and its associated deflec-
tion circuits for linearity, a synchronizing gener-
ator is required to operate the receiver or monitor
holding them and to provide synchronizing signals
for the testing instruments. The synchronizing gen-
erator is an essential piece of equipment wherever
television work is being done, so this is no disad-
vantage 0 The synchronizing generator waveforms last
recommended by the Radio lo'fanufacturers Association
are shown in Figure 90 Of the four outputs, Number
2 (blanking singal) and Number 4 (horizontal driving
signal) are required as inputs to' the Kinescope Qual-
ity Measuring Device which will be discussed at len-
gth later on. No.1 (synchronizing signal) is re-
quired to operate the television receiver or synch-
ronized monitor holding the kinescope under testo
Numbers 3 and 4 are required instead of Number 1 if
the kinescope is in a monitor of the driven type.
Frequent reference by name will be made to these wave-
forms 0
2. Horizontal Linearity Bar Generator
To measure sweep linearity, "bar generators"
have been used in the past. A bar generator for
measuring linearity of the horizontal sweep genera-
tes pulses at a frequency which is a multiple of
8
line frequency. It is synchronized by horizontal
drive, or blanking. When the pulses are used as
video input for a kinescope, a pattern of vertical
bars is produced, since synchronizing causes the
pulses occuring on successive horizontal lines to
fall exactly beneath those on preceding lines. Be-
cause the bar generator is kno~m to be a stable
oscillator, the time periods between the vertical
lines are exactly equal, and if the horizontal sweep
is linear, then the spaces between lines will be eq-
ual. Any inequality indicates non-linearity of sweepo
Inequality can be most conveniently detected with a
piece of flat celluloid marked witheq~alJyspaced dots
or holes on a straight line along its length. One
hole is made to coincide with the left hand vertical
line. Using the point marked by this hole as a pivot,
the celluloid rule can be rotated until successive
holes coincide with successive vertical lines. If it
is impossible to obtain coincidence, non-linearity ex-
ists. The inequality can then be measured with a scale
by locating that hole which is at the greatest distance
from an adjacent vertical line, and measuring this dis-
tance. The percent non-linearity is then obtained by
dividing this distance by the length of one line and
multiplying by one hundred.
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The schematic of a horizontal linearity bar
generator built at RCA Laboratories by D. Pierce
appears in Figure 2. Horizontal drive, a negative
pulse, is used to synchronize this generator. In
VlA, its phase is inverted, so the signal on the
grid of VIE is a positive pulse which causes VIB
to conduct heavily. V2 is a push-pull oscillator
with both cathodes at a potential of plus 125 voltso
The two plates have the same ,plate resistor as VlB,
so that ~hen horizontal drive causes VIB to conduct
heavily, the plate voltage of V2 drops rapidly to
less than 125 volts. V2 then cannot oscillate, since
the cathode is at plus 125 volts. As soon as the hor-
izontal drive pulse has passed, V2 starts to oscilla-
te again. This "blanking" type of synchronization
eliminates the jitter that often occurs with ordinary
synchronization. The push-pull type oscillator was
used simply because it was already built and avail-
able for use. The sine wave output of V2 is coupled
to the grid of V3, which is overdriven. Plate limit-
ing clips the top of the sine wave, and driving the
grid below cutoff clips the bottom. The output of
V3, therefore, is a square wave, which is d.ifferen-
tiated by ClRl. Since v4 is unbiased, the positive
portion of the differentiated pulse causes grid con-
duction and does not appear at v4 plate. The nega-
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tive portion is inverted in phase and amplified by
v4. The resulting signal on the grid of v, is a
sharp positive pulse. V, is a cathode follower used
to provide low output impedance to match a coaxial
line. The frequency of the sharp output pulse can
be varied by C2, so that the number of vertical lines
is variable.
2. Vertical Linearity Bar Generator.
Figure 3 is the schematic· of a vertical linearity
bar generator, also built by Pierce. The output of
this device, when used as video signal for a kinescope,
produces a pattern of equally spaced horizontal lines.
The negative vertical drive pulse (Figure 9, Number 3)
is inverted and amplified in Vl. The resultant posi-
tive pulse causes V2A to conduct heavily for the dur-
ation of the vertical drive pulse. This current flows
through HI, biasing V2B to cutoff. Here again is the
tlblanking tl type of synchronization. V2B is a phase
shift oscillator, producing a lmr frequency output
whose frequency ~ varied by·H2 so that it is made
some multiple of frame frequency. This type oscil-
lator is used because for the low frequencies invol-
ved, the HC network takes up less room than an LC
network would. It is also a very stable oscillator.
With the switch 81 in the position shovrn, the sine
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wave output is fed to the grid of V4, a cathode fol-
lower providing low output impedance for matching
a coaxial line. R3 and R4 attenuate.the signal so
that V4 is not overdriven. With Sl in the position
opposite to that shown, the sine w~ve output of V2
is shaped. by V3 into a square pUlse having a dura-
tion equal to that of one horizontal line. Sl was
provided because use of the square pulse sometimes
introduced high frequencies and noise into the video
circuit of a monitor or receiver and the presenta-
tion on the kinescope was not too clear. When this
occurred, using the sine wave improved the condition.
These two bar generators are quite satisfactory
for det~r.mining the linearity of a television pic-
ture. On first thought, it might seem that their out-
puts couid be used simultaneously to produce a grid of
vertical and horizontal lines so that both horizontal
and vertical linearity could be observed simultaneous-
ly. Tests, however, fail to bear this idea out. An
unstable pattern is produced because of inexact syn-
chronization.
3. British Cathode Ray Tube Quality Measuring Device
In September 1946 issue of "Electronics Engineer-
ing" (British)2, A. N. Spooner, B. Sc., presented an
• 2A•No ..spooner, "Cathode Ray Tube Quality Measuring
'Apparatus U , Electronics Engineering (British), '
September, 1946 0
article and a schematic on a "cathode ray tube qual-
ity-measuring device". It made possible the obser-
vation of four types of kinescope distortion from the
same pattern. This was a marked improvement in con-
venience over the instruments in use at the RCA tel-
evision laboratory and just described. Dr. H. N.
Kozanowski, supervisor of the advanced and military
development section of the laboratory, desired to
build and test a device based on Spooner's schema-
tic to see whether or not it would be of practical
use to the laboratory. It had been designed for use
within the British television system, which differs
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erator outputs)
The tubes used by Spooner were British-made, and types
were undesignated. Dr. Kozanowski desired several
changes in the presentation given by Spooner's device,
and two changes to better adapt it to laboratory use.
AJ.l these things made necessary a complete redesign,
but the circuit types used by Spooner were retained
wherever their performance was satisfactory.
A breadboard model was first constructed and test-
ed stage by stage. After seven weeks, the breadboard
model worked satisfactorilyo Three more weeks were
spent in making numerous changes to improve its sta-
bility and the clarity of its presentation on a kine-
scope. Finally, two weeks were spent in building a
finished model; This model "rorked s atisfactorilyo
Had more time been available, a number of improvements
could have been made. Hereafter this device will be
referred to as the KQND, an abbreviation for t1Kine-
scope Quality-Measuring Device".
IV - KINESCOPE QUALITY NEASURING DEVICE - THEORY
To investigate the circuit theory of the KQMD, it
will be best to start with a consideration of the sort
of wave form required. to give the desired presentation.
Two presentations were found to be desirab1e: 3
Ao A grid of minute circular dots with the num-
ber of dots::in a horizontal line variable at
will.
Bo A grid of horizontal and vertical lines with
the number of vertical lines variable.
Let us assume that for both A and B presentations, one
hundred and. five horizontal elements and five vertical
3In Spooner's device, only presentation A was desired.,
and the output waveform differed in its porportions
from the one described. here o
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elements are desired; this will confine to a reasonable
space the demonstration diagrams that-follow in Figure
40
Portions of a wave form ~mich will provide these
two presentations when used as a video signal are
shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Recall that in odd-line in-
terlaced scanning, one frame produces the complete kine-
scope pattern and that two fields form a frame. In field
number one, the odd lines of the frame are scanned and
in field number two the even lines are scanned. Figure
4a represents the beginning of field number one video
signal. Each of the wide positive numbered spaces re-
presents a line. The narrow spaces between lines re-
present horizontal blanking and the very narrow posi-
tive pulses are dot pulses. Figure 4brepresents the
beginning of field number two video signal. Vertical
blanking pulses occur just before the starting points
of Figures 4a and 4b. Figure 4c shows the top of the
corresponding pattern produced on the kinescope if the
brightness control of the kinescope is set so that beam
current is shut off below the level A. - This pattern is
presentation Ao Figure 4d shows the top of the pattern
-produced if the brightness control is set so that beam
current is shut off below the level B. This pattern is
presentation Eo The patterns themselves are shown by
solid lines, and scanned lines are shown by broken lines.
Elements of the patterns are numbered to correspond to
,
numbered elements. of the wave formo Note that in pre-
~entation B, the dots aligned vertically are so close
together that on the kinescope they will appear· as a
solid line. By adjusting the brightne ss and contrast
controls of the kinescope, the vertical and horizontal
lines can be made approximately equal in tone.
Three wave forms must be generated and combined to
provide the composite waveform shown in Figure 4.
ao Flat-topped pulses having a duration very near-
ly equal to that of one Horizontal line, that is, 63.4
microseconds. The frequency of these pulses must be
that submultiple of line frequency which provides a
chosen number of visible horizontal lines. We shall re-
fer to these pulses as "pedestals" since they elevate
the dot pUlses desired as video signal for the grid of
dots. Let n equal the number of visible horizontal
lines plus the number of horizontal lines that would be
visible were they not eliminated by vertical blanking.
In order to obtain a stable pattern of motionless hori-
zontal lines, the active lines of all frames must be
superimposed 0 This condition v1ill exist.arilY if-;"
the pedestal period is contained within the frame per-
iod an integral number of times. Therefore, n must be
a factor of the number of horizontal lines per frame,
5250 Stated mathematically,
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n = 22 52m-1
where m is any integer for which n is a whole number.
Substituting all possible values of m, we find that
the factors are 1, 3,", 7, 1" 21, 2" 3" 75, 10"
17" and ·,2,. The vertical blanking pulse is normal-
ly five percent of the field period (see Figure 9)
and thus 10% of the frame period. Therefore about
90% of the above numbers will give the numbers of vis-
ible horizontal lines per frame that can be obtained.
Of the possible values of n, 35 was considered to be
a good value for purposes of measuring vertical line-
arity. The KQMD was designed with that figure in
mind. It will provide 32 visible horizontal lineso
b. Very narrow pulses whose frequency is some
multiple of line frequency, dependent upon the num-
ber of dots per horizontal line desired. It was the
consensus of opinion of several RCA engineers that
there ought to be four thirds as many vertical lines
as horizontal lines in order to observe most easily
the quality of linearity. The frequency of dot puls-
es, then, would be:
4/3 x 3,x ,2,x 30 =73, kilocycles per second.
Their period must be constant for linearity purposes.
For a stable pattern, they must be synchronized so
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that the first dot in each line falls exactly in the
same place in successive frames. Since the dots are
to be used for observing defocussing, they should be
uniform, and truly circular. It would be difficult
otherwise, to detect the change in dot shape and size
caused by defocussingo Now, if the circular electron
beam is not defocus sed , it itJill produce a circular dot
when it is intensified by a dot pulse if the duration
of that pulse is very short on the order of one
picture element in length. Since there are only 525
hqrizontal lines, there can be a maximun of 525 pic-
ture elements in the vertical dimension. And since the
aspect ratio of the raster is 1+/3, there are 1+/3x525
elements in a horizontal line having widths equal to
their heights. The time duration of such an element
would be:
T =1/30 x 1/525 /1/525 x 3/1+ = 0905 microseconds.
Thus the dot pulses should be less than .905 micro-
seconds in width.
c. Line and frame blanking pulses. These blank
out the retrace of the horizontal and vertical sweeps,
<-
which otherwise would mar the kinescope pattern with
spurious dots and lines. Line and frame blanking sig-
nal is provided by a synchronizing generator and used
as one input signal to the KQMDo
The block diagram of Figure 5 indicates how these
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three waveforms are generated and combinedo Horizon-
tal drive is one input to the KQMD. Its frequency is
15,750 cycles per second. After going through synch-
ronizing pulse shaping circuits, it is used (a) to
synchronize the dot pulse 'multivibrator and (b) to
trigger the first divider.
The first divider divides horizontal drive fre-
quency by three and triggers the second divider, which
divides by five. The second divider frequency is thus
1/3 x 1/5 x 15750 =1050 cycles per second. The output
waveform is clipped in the pedestal amplifier so that a
flat-topped pedestal results. This pedestal wave form
provides the thirty-two horizontal line patterns pre-
.viously discussed.
The multivibrator waveform goes through a shaping
circuit, and finally to a dot pulse amplifiero
Composite horizontal and vertical blanking is the
other KQMD input o Blanking, pedestal, and dot pulses
are combined and sent to a cathode follower whose out-
put impedance matches seventy-five ohm coaxial cable
output line o
The schematic of Figure 7 shows all the d.etails
of theKQMD circuit.
The following paragraphs will:
a o Explain in d.etail the operation of the KQ~ID.
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b. ShO'fJl the necessity for each portion of the cir-
cuit.
c. Provide reasons for the selection of the compon-
ent values used.
d. Point out the weakness of the circuit.
e. Explain the major difficulties and oversights
that caused time-consuming delays.
Unless otherwise stated, re~erences to numbered compon-
ents will be to those appearing in Figure 7. Note that
many points on the schematic are lettered. Waveforms
taken at some of these points appear in Figure 6 with
corresponding letters. They will be frequently referr-
ed to in the following discussion. The direct current
voltages taken at many of the lettered points are re-
corded in Figure 80
V. KQMD CIRCUIT. DESCRIPTION
1. General
The cir cuit of the KQMD can be divided into four
major portions.
a. The synchronizing system: VI, V2, and~ V9,
b. The pedestal generating circuit consisting of
tubes V3 and v4.
co The dot pulse generating circuit, which con-
sists of tubes V9 to V15.
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d. The output circuit consisting of a cathode fol-
lower, V8, preceded by three tubes which mix
three signals: blanking, dot pulses, and pedes-
tals.
Each of these will be discussed in detail, but the dis-
cussion will be clarified by first mentioning a few of
the facts which affected the design of the KQMD as a
whole. /
The plate supply voltage of plus 280 volts w~s se-
lected because that was the output voltage of the port-
able power supplies in the laboratory and is well with-
in the operating range of the ,two types of tubes usedo
The four coupling circuits in the plate voltage supply
line were found to be a minimum consistent with stable
operationo Without them, feed back through the power
supply internal impedance sometimes caused the multi-
vibrator and the dividers to get out of synChroniza-
tion. 80 microfarad by-pass condensers were used be-
cause they were plentiful and that value was sufficient-
ly large to by-pass the frequencies involved. 1000 ohm
decoupling resistors were a compromise between ad.equate
decoupling and a reasonable drop in plate voltage. In
the interests of ease of replacement and a single fila-
ment voltage, it was decidea to standarize on 6AC7 1 s
for pentodes and 6SN7 1 s for triodes. Both these tubes
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have a relatively high figure of merit, N, where
reasonable gain
8m
-N Cek -+ CpK "t' erg (\ 'qJ)
highly desirable for obtainingThis is
at high frequencies, for as frequency increases, the
output impedance of a tube. decreases because of out-
put capacitance. For triodes,
Gain :::.
and for pentodes,
Gain = Q "7"(;,,\l'l L..a
These formulas indicate that the higher a tubers fig-
ure of merit,the greater the gain the tube will pro-
vide as frequency increases. The 6SN7 triode also
saved considerable space, and this was a factor be-
cause the standard chassis available was 10 1/2 in~
ches by 19 1/2 inches. The grid leak r~sistor values
were dictated by the maximum permissible values speci-
fied by the tube manufacturer. For the 6AC7, the maxi-
mum value that can be used without incurring ion bomb-
ardment is .25 megohms, and for the 6SN7, it is one me-
gohm.
Voltage dividers were used rather than dropping
resistors for obtaining desired screen voltages for
the 6 AC7's because:
a. They provide a better regulated screen voltageo
b. They provide protection where no cathode bias
resistor is used should grid signal be lost
:for some reason •
. co They permit easy variation of the value o:f
screen voltage. A variety of values was
:found necessary.
Where cathode bias resistors are used, various va-
lues were tested with the tubes in normal operation, and
the one used was that standard value which came closest
to providing the bias voltage recommended in the tube
manual :for Class A operation. Although none of these
tubes can be said to be operating strictly Class A,
this was a simple means of avoiding overloading and ex-
ceeding allowable plate and screen dissipations.
Four considerations controlled the choice of ca-
thode and screen by-pass condensers. First they had
to have a value large enough to by-pass all the alter-
nating current components. The smallest value of ca-
pacity that would do this was found by use of an oscil-
loscope and exchanging capacity values. Second, where
phase shift o:f one of the three wave :forms with rela-
tion to another was involved, it was doubly important
to by-pass all alternating current. Third, since the
space in which large condense~could be conveniently
mounted was limited, physical size was a factor. Fin-
23
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ally, only a few standard values were kept in stock
in the laboratory, and it was necessary to select
from these.
with
The wave forms/which the KQMD is concerned are
non-sinusoidal, so that frequencies many times high-
er than the fundamental component must be passed by
some of the amplifiers and shapers. For example, be-
low is shown a square wave, and superimposed upon it
is shown the wave obtained if the amplitudes of the
fundamental and the first twenty-one of its harmonics
are added, point by pOinto4
.
"Principles of Television Engineering p. 190,
McGr~w Hill Book Company, Inc •
I. T. Staff, "Principles of Radar" pp. 4-12 to




Suppose the frequency of this square wave is 15.75
kilocycles per second. Then the puIs e width, S, is
31.8 microseconds. In general, the number of harmon-
ics required to maintain the same quality of reproduc-
tion varies inversely with the width of· the pulse. 5
Horizontal drive has the frequency of the above square
wave, but it is an approximately rectangular pulse
a duration of. about 10. microseconds or about
(
1/3 that of the square wave. To reproduce horizontal
drive with the same quality as the square wave, then,
requires ~3 x 21 =63 harmonics. This fact determin-
es the character of some of the load. or coupling, re-
sistors used. For an RC coupled amplifier, the magni-
tude of amplification is 70.7% of the mid-frequency
amplification at that frequency for which the react-
ance of Cs, the total shunting capacity in the output,
equals the equivalent resistance, Re~, where
Req - 1
I T I 1- IRc RgI Rp
Rc - coupling resistance.
-
RgI - grid leak resistance . w
-
Rp =Tube plate resistance.6
It is clear from the above expression that as Rc becomes
smaller, Req become smaller.7 The smaller Req becomes,
the higher the frequency can be before the reactance of
a fixed value of Cs equals Req. The smaller Rc is, there-
fore, the higher is the maximum frequency ;the circuit
will pass unattenuated, and the less it will distort a
b F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineers Handbook", page 357,
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.
7 This expression for Req is based on the assumption
that the coupling c~pacitance has negligible re-
actance; but whether it has or not, this statement




The problems encountered in designing the syn-
chronizing circuit, Vl, V2, and V9, are .typical of de-
velopment work. A chronological discussion of them
will show best why three tubes are required to do what
apparently would require one at most.
Horizontal drive signal from a synchronizing gen-
erator was chosen as a synchronizing signal. Its amp-
litude is approximately four volts. An attempt to di-
fferentiate it and use the resultant signal to feed
both the dot multivibrator and the first divider fail-
ed because the amplitude of the differentiated signal
was insufficient and there were feedback difficulties.
One half of a 6SN7 twin triode was used, therefore,
to amplify horizontal drive before differentiation. The
dot muitivibrator operated at a frequency'in the vicin-
ity of 700 kilocycles, and there was enough feedback
from it through interelectrode capacitances to the grid
of the 6SN7 to interfer with synchronization. A 6AC7
was then used, in place of the 6SN7, to eliminate the
plate grid capacitance of the ]a tter. Operation of
the dot multivibrator improved, and an oscilloscope
test indicated that it was adequately synchronized.
Its waveform, though, was Slightly distorted during
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the synchronizing pulse and for a short time follow~
ing it because the synchronizing signal was a sharp
positive pulse followed about eleven microseconds
later by a sharp negative pulse, and this length of
time covered several cycles of the multivibratoro
The distortion would have interfered with the produc-
tion of a clear grid of dots equally spaced, so it
was necessary to eliminate the negative portion of
the synchronizing signals. Two different clipping
circuit s "Tere tried 0 A 6H6 twin diode clipper fail-
ed to provide adequate isolation between the first
divider and the dot multivibrator but triode grid cir-
cuit clipping proved satisfactory. The simplest cir-
cuit that performed adequately required two 6SN7's
and one 6AC7. The input stage was a grounded grid
amplifier. Later in the development, the laboratory
decided that the input stage should have a high-low
input impedance feature. In a developmentlaboratory
.it often happens that two ins trument s are us ing a
signal from the same coaxial line and distribution
amplifiero, The coaxial cable used at the RCA labora-
tory has a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms 0 If
two instruments, each having an input impedance of
75 ohms are fed from the same coaxial line, that line
is terminated in 3705 ohms and its signal waveform be-
comes distorted. One instrument should have an input
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impedance of 75 ohms and the other should have a very-
high input impedance in order to terminate the coax-
ial line properly. For flexibility, then, all labora-
tory instruments should be designed so that their in-
put impedances can be easily switched between 75 ohms
and a high impedance. A grounded grid amplifier can-
not have a high input impedance, so the requirement
\
of high-low input impedance made it necessary to rev-
ise the circuit once more to the circuit appearing in
FigUre 7, comprfused of Vl, V2, and V90 The value of
R4,was kept small so as not to. distort horizontal
drive. The value 3300 ohms gave a positive signal amp-
litude at c of 3.4 volts, all that was necessary to
drive V2, C3 and Ro are a differentiating circuit used
to provide a sharp synchronizing pulse for dot pulse
and pedestal circuits. (See Figure 6, waveform c.)
The negative portion of this wave had to be eliminated
to avoid distorting the output "laveform of the multi-
-vibrator 0 To -eliminate it· completely, it was decided
to bias V2 beyond cutoff. R9, R7, and c4 provide a
direct current voltage at b of 603 volts. Since the
cutoff voltage of a 6AC7 is in the vicinity of five
or six volts, only a portion of the positive part of
wave c causes V2 to conducto The voltage divider Rl2
and Rl3 is used to avoid overdriving V9, which must
pfovide a sharp pulse to synchronize the dot pulse
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multivibratoro The full output voltage of V2 is used
as grid signal for_VlB, for the width of the synchron-
izing pulse for the first divider is not a critical
factor as'.. it' is for the dot pulse mUltivibrator, since
its period is three times as long· as the period of the
synchronizing pulse. Rl2 also isolates the multivib-
rator from the first divider o A pentode rather than
a triode was chosen for V9 to avoid possibility of
feedback from the multivibrator to the sYnchroniz-
ing circuit. PI and P5 were provided to permit var-
iation of the amplitude of the pulses going to the
first divider and the dot multivibrator. They would
not be necessary in a final model of the KQMD, but
were very useful in the development model.
3. Pedestal Circuit
V3 is a plate-coupled multivibrator with a free-
running period of a little longer than three times
the period of· the synchronizing signal, horizontal
drive, which is 63.4 microseconds. A positive syn-
chronizing pulse turns V3B on • CIa and Rl8 are so
proportioned that V3B 'is not switched off until
shortly after the second synchroniz ing pulse passes.
C9 and P2 are given values such that the grid of
V3B is far below cutoff when the third sYnchroni-
zing pulse occurs, but close to cutoff when the
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four th synchroniz ing pulse occurs and turns V3B on,
completing the cycleo This cycle, then, is exact-
ly ~hree times the duration of the synchronizing pulse
cycle. Cll and R2l differentiate the waveform j, pro-
ducing the waveform k. ~he negative portion of the
waveform k is t1sed to synchronize the second diVider,
v4 which is a plate-coupled multivibrator having a
fr'ee-running period slightly longer than the duration
of fifteen horizontal lines. V4-B is on for a period
slightly less than the length of one horizontal ~ine.
C12 and P4- are proportioned so that V4-B grid is kept
far below cutoff (see waveform m) for the remainder
of the cycle, while V4-Ais on. vfuile grid of V4-B is
cutoff, one of the negative pulses of waveform k
occurs. Since V4-A is on at this time, it amplifies
the puls~. C12 couples the resulting positive pulse
at "nr' to the grid. of V4-B, and V4-B is turned. ono Be-
l
fore the next positive pulse of k occurs, multivibra-
tor action has cut V4-B off and turned V4-A on, so that
none of the positive pulses of k have any effect on
the multivibrator. The next four negative pulses of
k have no effect either, because the grid of V4-B is
so far below cutoff. By the time the sixth negative
pulse comes along, V4-B is close enough to the cutoff
point for the coupled positive synchronizing pulse to
turn it on once more, completing the cycle. Thewaveform at
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o is a negative rectangular pulse, but its bottom is
not square as desired, so it is clipped by driving
V5 below cutoff. R26 is purposely left without a by-
pass condenser so that degeneration occurs as a means
of reducing pedestal amplitude. A number of diode cir-
cuits with variable bias were experimented with before
the decision to use V5 was reached. The diodes pro-
duced pulses no more square than V5 produced and re-
quired an additional tube. Appendix I contatns the
calculations made to determine the constants used in
the divider circuits.
The greatest.difficulty encountered in the ped-
estal circuit was pick-up from the first divider by
the grid of V2. Small positive pulses showed upon
the waveform at "c", one for every three normal pUl-
ses. They were amplitied by V2, VIE and V3, and
reached both the multivibrator and the first divider.
Their effect on the multivibrator was such as to blur
the right hand quarter of the grid. of dots, and they
caused the first divider to operate out of. phase with
what should be its normal operation. The effect.of
the latter was to cause breaks in horizontal lines
thus:
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Shielding critical leads finally eliminated this dif-
ficulty.
4. Dot Circuit
A multivibrator synchronized by differentiated
horizontal drive pulses is used to establish dot pulse
frequency. Since the frequency of this multivibrator
reaches 735 kilocycles per second and more, an expec-
tation of effectively synchronizing it with a 15750
cycle per second signal may seem optimistic. It fun-
ctions satisfactorily in practice, but adjustments for
a stable pattern are critical. The multivibrator is
the ordinary plate-coupled type except for the inser-
tionof p6 between the grids and ground. Varying p6
has the effect of slightly changing the grid bias of
VlO and VII so that the point at which they cut off
can be shifted. It acts as a vernier for C30, which
controls the fr'equency of the multivibrator and thus
the number of dots per line. The necessityfor fine
control will be seen if it is recalled that for a
stable pattern, the dot pulse frequency must be a
multiple of 525, the number of lines per frame. The
size of both plate resistors, R50 and R47 is' quite
small in order that a high frequency of operation can
be obtained.
Tubes V12 through V15shape the multivibrator
pulse to the sharp narrow pulse desired for dot pulses.
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The wave forms are shown in Figure 6. Note that the
screen voltage of V~ was made lOW, 82 volts, so that
cutoff voltage is very small r This shaping circuit
is very wasteful of tubes, and requires redesign. No
time waS available to accomplish this, however, and
the circuit as it exists does provide pulses suffi-
ciently sharp to produce fine dots on the kinescope
screen.
2. Output Circuit
Tubes V~, V6, and V7 each have a different in-
put signal, but R29 serves as load resistance for all
three, so that the waveform q is a composite of the
three input signals. This method of mixing is used
in preference to a multigrid tube because in such a
tube, if anyone grid is driven to its cutoff point,
the other tv10 have no control, and periods of no sign-
al occur. Such a mixer would also introduce distor-
tion due to nonlinearity. V~ has already been discus-
,
sed in its relation to the pedestal circuit. v6 pro-
vides blanking for the composite signal. Blanking as
it comes from the synchronizing generator has a nega-
tive polarity, and the same polarity is required in
the composite signalo A grounded grid amplifier is
employed, therefore, to avoid the use of more than
one tube. V7 grid signal is negative dot pulses from
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v15. The relative amplitudes of the three component
signals in the composite were critical in obtaining
the two kinescope presentations desired, and the pro-
per combination was determined by experiment. The
desired overall amplitude of the KQMD output signal
was between t"TO and three volts to conform to the
Radio Manufacturers Association design specifications
for video amp11.fiers. The overall amplitude and the
relative amplitudes desired were obtained by juggling
R26, R32, and screen bias voltageso
One of the most interest:i.ng difficulties encount-
ered in building the KQMD occurred in the output cir-
cuit. A small portion of the top left-hand corner of
the pedestal in waveform q disappeared at intervals.
The.intermittent action indicated that a parasitic was
causing the difficulty. R33 was not a part of the cir-
cuit at that time, and inserting it eliminated the dis-
tortiono VB, the cathode follower, provides an output
impedance of 75 ohms to match coaxial lines.
VI OPERATION
The output of the KQMD is used as video input to
a television receiver or monitor holding the kinescope
under test. The contrast control of the receiver or
monitor should be set at maximum, and the brightness
control adjusted to eliminate blooming. It takes about
five minutes for the KQMD to warm up and provide a
stable pattern on the kinescope. If at the end of
that time a stable .pattern has not been produced,
adjusting C30 and p6 slightly will stablize the pat-
tern vertically, and provide the desired number of
vertical elements for the pattern. Readjusting P2
slightly will usually stablize the pattern horizon-
tally 0 If it does not, it is best to follow the
procedure below:
1. Use horizontal drive as an external synch-
ronizing pulse for an oscilloscope. Adjus.t the syn-
chronizing gain and do not change it during the re-
mainder of this procedure. With horizontal drive as
signal on the vertical plates, set the oscilloscope
sweep so that fifteen pulses are visible on the sweep
trace. Do not change the sweep setting thereafter.
2. Put the vertical plate lead of the oscillo-
scope on point h, i, or j and adjust P2 so that five
complete cycles appear on the oscilloscope trace.
3. Put the vertical plate lead of the oscillo-
scope on point m, n, or 0, and adjust p4 so that one
complete cycle is visible on the oscilloscope trace.
The kinescope pattern will now be stablized horizontal-
ly.
If small portions of lines are visible at either
end of the horizontal lines and adjacent to them,adjust
35'1
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adjust P3 to eliminate them. P3 changes the pedestal
width 0
Turning the brightness control of the receiver or
monitor down will provide the grid of dots on the kine-
scope. Turning it up will provide the grid of lines.
Some readjustment of the contrast control may be des-
irable.
When using the grid of lines, vertical lines only
can be obtained by opening switch Sl, which turns off
the pedestal circuit. Horizontal lines only can be .
obtained by opening Switch 83, which turns off the dot
circuit 0 Linearity can be measured as described for
the bar generators.
The grid of dots can be used for observing line-
arity as well as the grid of lines, but RCA engineers
preferred lines for this purpose, and that is the rea-
son for providing two presentations. Its primary use,
however is for observing defocussing. By using a magni-
fying glass, changes in the size and shape of dots in
various parts of the raster can be observed.
The shape of either the line or dot presentation




Calculation of Circuit Elements for Dividers
in the Pedestal Circuit
1. General.
a. With grid voltage equal to 0, a 33000 ohm
load resistor, and 280 volts B plus voltage, the
voltage at the plate of a 1/2 6SN7 tube is about
70 volts, and plate resistance is approximately
9000 ohms.
b. Cutoff voltage for a 1/2 6SN7 having B plus
voltage of 280 volts is approximately 16 volts.
e. The "off" period of a tube in a multivibrator
is determined by the lemgth of time required to
have its grid reach cutoff after the condenser
coupling the grid to the plate of the other tube
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To measure the widths of pulses actually obtain-
ed for comparision with the computed values, an inter-
esting instrument called the Rise Time Measuring De-
vice was available at the RCA laboratory. It was
designed by Howard Morrison of RCA, and a report on
it is to be published in a technical journal at an
early date. It is a convenient means of determining
the length of time between two points of a wave form
of television frequency. One output of the Rise Time
Measuring Device is a sine wave sweep of a single fre-
quency, 15750 kilocycles per second. The oscillator
producing this sweep is synchronized by an external
source that produces 15750 cycle per second negative
pUlse, horizontal drive, for example. A second out-
put is a very sharp negative pulse of about 02 micro-
seconds width, having the same frequency as the sine
wave sweep. This is used to blank the beam of an
oscilloscope cathode ray tube, thus producing a small
well-defined black dot on the sweep. A compensated
goniometer provides for shifting the phase of the dot
from 0 degrees to 360 degrees, from one end of the
sweep to the other. The difference between two gonio-
meter scale readings can easily be converted to micro-
seconds. Thus by moving the small black dot from one
point of a waveform to another, the length of time in
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I. Dotted lines indicate movement of electrons.
2. Density of magnetic flux is greater in regions.
A than in regions 8.
Figure I
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I. A variable number of the lJUove cycles, fro:lI about 20
t060 occur In ohe .period, H.
2. Wave forms at points fl' and e' could not be











Note ~ Fer q, t~anking and pedestal circu its were
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Point Voltage Point Voltage Point Voltage
a 0 a'
-3.9 P 95
b 242 b' -3.7 Q 80
c 0 c'
-5.3 R 82
d 257 d' 209
e 9.2 e' 244
f 217 f' 246
g -24.3 gt 240
h -40 h' 242
i 109 it 246
j 165 A 7.6
k -.17 B 6.3
1
-5.5 C 107
m -61.0 D 9.1
n 98 E 3.7
0 255' F 120
o· 267 G 50
p 0 H 1.6
q 238 I 144
r .20 J 137
s .16 K 1.52
t 0 L 156
u 082 M 118






1- SYNCHPONIZING SIGNAL 2- BLANKING SIGNAL 3-VERTICAL DRIVING SIGNAL
AU. SIGNAL ANPLITUOES TO BE MORE THAN ~.5 VOLTS
AND LESS THAN 8.0 VOLTS ACROSS 75 OHMS. 80TH
SIGNAL POLARITIES SHALL BE AVAILABLE. POSITIVE .
POLARITY NOT SHO'NN AND PULSE WIDTHS NOT TO SCALE.








SLOPE INTERVAL EQUAL TO OR LESS
THAN SLOPE INTERVAL OF HORIZONTAL
BLANKING SIGNAL - SEE NOTE ,
DETAIL- AA ~ODlH
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NOTE :-I-H.TIME FRO'" START OF ONE LINE TO START OF NEXT LINE.
2- Vs T1...E FROM START OF ONE FIELD TO START OF NEX T rlELO.
3- LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES OF VERTICAL DRIVING AND
VERTICAL BLANKING SIGNALS SHOULD BE CO"'PLETE IN LESS
THAN O.lH.
4- ALL TOLERANCES AND LIMITS SHOWN IN THIS DRAWING APPLY
FOR LONG TIt.4E VARIATIONS ONLY AND NOT FOR SUCCESSIVE: CYCLES.
s- TIMING M>JUSTt.tENT.IF ANY. MUST INCLUOE THIS CONDITION. '
6- HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DRIVING PULSE WIDTHS ARE AD-
JUSTABLE FROM ONE: HALF TO ONE TIMES THEIR RESPECTIVE
BLANKING PULSE WIDTHS.
7- THE TIME RELATIONSHIP AND WAVEF"ORM OF THE BLANKING AND SYNCHRO-
NlZ.ING SIGNALS SHALL BE SlJC.H THAT THEIR ADDITION WILL RESULT IN A
STANDARD Rt.4A SIGNAL. THE TIME RELATIONSHIP MAY BE ADJUSTABLE BUT
t.4UST INCLUDE THIS CONDITION.
e- THE STANDARD R"'A VALUES OF FREQUENCY ANO RATE OF CHANGE OF
FREQUENCY FOR THE HORIZ.ONTAL COMPONENTS OF THE SYNCHRONIZ.ING
SIGNAL AT THE OUTPUT OF THE PICTURE LfIIE A~UFIER SHALL ALSO
APPLY TO THE HORIl.ONTAL COMPONENTS OF THE OUTPUT SIGNALS FROM
THE REcOMMENDED SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR.
9- ALL SLOPE INTERVALS TO BE t.£ASUREO BETWEEN 0.1 AND 0.9 At.tPLITUDE:
REFERENCE LINES.
lO- THE TIME OF OCCURRENCE OF THE LEADING EDGE OF ANY HORIZONTAL
PULSE 'N' or ANy GROUP OF TWENTY HORIZONTAL PULSES APPEARING
ON ANY OF THE OUTPUT SICNALS FRO'" A
RECOMMENOEO S't'CtR>NIZING GENERATOR SHALL
NOT DIFFER FROtot ·Nt( BY WORE THAN O.OO08HTHE WEAAGE INTERVAL BETWEEN
WHERE H IS DGE.5 or Tt£ PULSES AS DETERMJHEO
THE LEADING E PROCESS CARRIED OUT OVER A
BY AOND~r~Cf~ THAN 20 NOR ~E THAN 100 LINES.PERI PULSE AREA SHALL Bt BETWEEN. 0.45
11- EQUOA~lZ~"'8r THE AREA OF A HORIZONTAL SYNC. P\l.SE.
ANE oV(RSH)()T ON ANY OF THE P'JLSES MUST12-illr EXCEED 2-t.
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